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Guest Editorial 

Committed To One
1
 

Don Burke 

“Pastor, I have committed my life to one thing: pursuing the material things of this world. 

I earned my first million dollars before I turned 30. My wife and I live in a multi-million dollar 

house in a gated community in the nicest area of the city. I buy a brand new sports car each year 

to add to my collection. Anything that can be bought, you can bet that I’ve owned one of them. 

I’ve chosen my course, I’ve pursued my goals... and I have never looked back.” 

If you were witnessing to his man as he told about his life and his choices, what would 

you do? Would you walk away, feeling that he is beyond salvation because of his choice to 

pursue material things? After all, didn’t Jesus say that we can only serve one — either wealth, or 

God? (Matt. 6:24) And there is no doubt that this man has chosen the first one. So would you 

think that his choosing wealth prevents him from legitimately turning to God? 

Well, Jesus certainly didn’t think so. He met people that had chosen wealth (the rich 

young ruler, probably Zacchaeus), and yet He still gave them the chance to leave their first 

choice behind and choose God. How could He do that when He said a person could only choose 

or serve one? It’s obviously because Jesus meant that a person can only be committed to one of 

these at a time. And if, like Zacchaeus, the man mentioned above leaves his earlier choice and 

commits himself to another option (God and His salvation), he will still be only serving one — a 

different “one,” but still only one. I’ll get back to this in a moment. 
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Not long ago I was in a discussion about the qualifications of a certain minister for a lead 

position in a new ministry. Some of my friends and fellow pastors in this discussion — men I 

genuinely love and respect — thought this minister was unqualified for such a position because 

he had been divorced. 

When asked to explain, their objections revolved around only one thing — the Bible’s 

requirement outline by Paul that the overseer (pastor) be “the husband of one wife.” (1Tim. 3:2; 

Titus 1:6) These objecting brethren believed that the intentions behind this phrase disqualified all 

divorced men from having a lead position in a church. 

After hearing the reaction from these beloved brethren, I went home and researched this 

Bible phrase. “The husband of one wife” is the English translation of the Greek words “mias 

gunaikos andra.” 

Andra is a very common word (over 200 occurrences) in the Greek New Testament, and 

pretty much speaks of a person that is male. Over 150 times it is translated as a form of 

“man/men;” and some 50 times it is translated as a form of “husband” (as here). Whether it is 

translated as “man” or “husband” is solely determined by the context. 

Gunaikos also has over 200 occurrences, and it is basically the feminine counterpart of 

andra. It is a basic word that simply means “woman” or “wife” and. like andra, the difference in 

how it is interpreted is solely determined by the context. 

Finally, mias simply means “one” or “of one,” referring to quantity, a place, etc. 

At this point, we must, for the moment, lay aside our traditions and all previous 

conclusions and ask ourselves what these three little Greek words imply. Obviously, the two 

words for “man/husband” and “woman/wife” do not, in themselves, speak of the kind of 

limitations in question — they only indicate that the phrase refers to a husband-wife issue and 
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doesn’t tell us much more. So, it seems that the whole objection comes down to what the single 

word “one” is intended to imply. 

As we put the three words together (and rearranging them so they makes sense in 

English), we find that this little phrase translates into, “[a] man of one woman” or “[a] husband 

of one wife.” Or as one of my Greek instructors cleverly phrased it, he is “a one-woman man.” 

But does “one” mean an only-one-for-all-times woman/wife, or does it rather refer to a man that 

is genuinely committed to the one woman he is with? 

This brings me back to my introductory story. Let’s say that, after witnessing to that man, 

you happened to bump into him a year later and he tells you that he has been saved. This man 

who was serving one thing (material wealth) is now serving something else (God). Are you 

uncomfortable with that? Has he broken Christ’s declaration that he can’t serve two? Of course 

not. He is still only serving one thing — even if it is a different one thing. 

Did you know that Jesus used the same Greek word in Matt. 6:24 that Paul used in I Tim. 

3:2? So it only makes sense that if we accept that a man who chooses a different master can still 

be serving only one master, then we must also accept that a minister that is divorced and married 

to a different wife can still be only married to one wife — that he can still be “the husband of one 

wife.” And if the husband of one wife, he is therefore not automatically disqualified by I Tim. 

3:2 from being an overseer/leading-pastor. 

Am I saying that divorce never disqualifies a man from a ministry position? No, I am not. 

A divorce may be an indicator of personal issues that might well prevent a man from holding 

such a position. But while no one should turn a blind eye to indicators that are there, it seems that 

the Scriptures make it clear that divorce and remarriage does not disqualify a man on the 

misguided understanding that he is automatically no longer “the husband of one wife.” 
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The time has come — and is long overdue — for us to take an honest look at the 

intentions of God’s Word and see if our convictions truly match them. Do we depend more on 

what some genuine-but-possibly-mistaken person has taught us down through the years than we 

do on what an honest study of His Word clearly shows? Are we dangerously close to following 

in the footsteps of the Pharisees who relied on and made demands based upon their own 

traditions and never stopped to really notice that they did not truly reflect God’s intentions?  

In closing, I ask you to ponder this: the God that says we can only commit ourselves to 

one thing — does He allow us to change that commitment from one thing to another one? 

If no, then it’s time to put our evangelism on the shelf and let it collect dust, for there 

would be no chance for change for mankind that is already committed to sin. 

But if yes, then it seems that we must now reconsider any misconstrued ideas of what 

“husband of one wife” does — and what it does not — rule out. 

— Don Burke, potosipastor@gmail.com 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

A Reply to Objections
2
 

Dear Editor:  

I would like to respond to some objections that were raised following my article 

“Committed to One,” which was recently printed in the Trumpet. I took no offense to the 

objections, and as one of the objectors stated I, too, simply wish to maintain the integrity of 

God’s Message.  
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My intention was not to “justify” anything — I have no personal experience or agenda 

that needs to be justified. The article was only an attempt to explain the sense of I Tim. 3:2 that 

seems to be misconstrued at times, to give support to men that often get thrown under the bus in 

the process, and to hopefully help prevent the loss of legitimate ministries.  

I totally agree with the responder who said, “asunder means to separate, divide or 

divorce.” And while such a division is against God’s design, the definition of the term itself 

shows that when a legitimate divorce does happen the man is in fact “divided” away from his 

former wife. And since he is no longer one with her, the demand of being the husband of one 

wife can no longer apply to this ex-wife.  

Due to the background behind the original article, as well as space limitations for 

publication, the article had a narrow scope and did not delve into other factors like I Tim 3:4-5, 

which has since been mentioned. Certainly the issue of how a man rules his family is an 

important and applicable consideration in any man’s qualifications to be a pastor. But for 

brevity’s sake, I would just caution against a hasty or extreme conclusion on what this entails, 

lest we find ourselves demanding a qualification for a pastoral candidate that is not achieved by 

even God Himself. Does not God have children that are often disobedient? And has He not gone 

on record as divorcing His own wife (Jer. 3:8)? I believe that I Tim 3:4-5 speaks of a man’s 

leadership characteristics, and that he may have ruled or managed well, even if his wife chose to 

leave or if she chose a path that prompted him, like righteous Joseph (Matt 1:19), to seek a 

divorce.  

The question was raised about how a pastor that has gone through divorce is able to 

properly minister and show others what a God-honoring marriage looks like. Do we really want 

to go where this type of reasoning takes us — that a failure in one area makes it impossible for a 
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man to later be a good example in that same area? Did Paul’s persecuting the church make it 

impossible for him to ever be a good example of building up the church? Did Mark’s failure to 

stay the course with Paul on his missionary team make it impossible for him to ever be useful to 

Paul again? Hardly.  

Similarly, a shipwrecked marriage does not, in itself, prevent one from later having a 

second marriage that is exemplary.  

On the contrary, we find Scripture showing that those that go through hardships are often 

the best ones to help others through the same situations. In I Corinthians 1, Paul shows that it 

was after going through life-wrenching circumstances that he was able to minister to others 

going through similar problems, and he did so by giving them the help that he earlier received 

from God. A shipwrecked marriage may well allow a pastor to know how to minister to those 

going through similar difficulties in ways that many of us never can.  

I do not believe my article was “intellectually dishonest” (as one suggested) nor did it, in 

any sense, attempt to dismantle the standards of God. Rather, I hoped to present what in my 

studied opinion is the true meaning of “the husband of one wife,” even though it may challenge 

some of the good-intentioned but misguided “traditions of our elders.”  

I have never been divorced, but I have seen the devastation it causes up close and 

personal. I doubt you will find anyone that deplores it much more than I do. I hold marriage to be 

as sacred as most anyone, and likewise hold that the pastor must be a man of exemplary 

character and conduct.  

But as important as these are, we do not have the liberty to skew any verse beyond its 

intended meaning as a means of supporting these important factors. We must, above all things, 

be true to God’s Word, and teach nothing more or nothing less from a given passage than the 
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truths legitimately found in it. And the truth is that there seems to be nothing in the passage in 

question that indicates that a divorced man is automatically barred by God from serving as lead 

pastor or other such ministry.  

— Don Burke, PotosiPastor@gmail.com 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Addressing Some Objections
3
 

When originally submitting the article Committed to One (March 2013) I had no doubt 

that many would disagree with what I believe the scripture teaches concerning “the husband of 

one wife” (1Tim 3:2).  It was not my plans then (or now) to mount a defense against every 

objection that was raised.  However, the response to that article in the April Missouri Baptist 

contains some interpretations that I believe have seriously skewed the intended truths of the 

scripture.  I would like to briefly address these lest someone be drawn to a faulty conclusion on 

this subject. 

Our brother writing that response suggested that the words of Jesus in John 4:16-18 speak 

to this issue.  After reading his comments I tend to agree; however, I think we can easily see that, 

contrary to this brother’s insistence, these verses actually support the understanding that a 

divorced-and-remarried man can still be the husband of one wife.  When Jesus asks the 

Samaritan woman to get her husband, she replies, “I have no husband." Jesus responds, "You are 

right in saying, 'I have no husband'; for you have had five husbands, and the one you now have is 

not your husband. What you have said is true."  According to our brother, Jesus is saying that the 

woman here is the wife of five husbands.  But a close look at the verbs shows that He says 
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exactly the opposite.  While Jesus notes that in her past she has had (past tense) five different 

husbands, notice that even with that history of five past husbands Jesus twice states that she is 

correct in saying that she now has no husband.  In other words, according to Christ the number of 

past spouses has absolutely no bearing on how many spouses she presently has.  And what is true 

for her must also be true for others – including the divorced-and-remarried minister.  So, I must 

thank this brother for bringing our attention to these words by Jesus that gives even more 

evidence that “the husband of one wife” is solely dependent upon a minister’s present 

circumstance – that having had any previous spouse(s) is a non-issue when it comes to how 

many wives the minister now has. 

Our brother is correct in saying that “the husband of one wife” (1Tim 3:2) and “the wife 

of one husband” (1Tim 5:9) must both be understood using the same sense of meaning.  

However, there is no basis for his demand that the latter passage implies that the widow was 

married to only one man in all of her marriageable years.  Rather, the passage teaches that in 

order to receive regular church support a widow is required to be one who persistently lived in 

genuine commitment to the man she was currently married to, not guilty of running around with 

other men – a pattern which could be true whether she had one, two or even more husbands 

through her life. 

Once we properly understand these issues I believe the other objections our brother raised 

will disappear as well. 

Don Burke 

PotosiPastor@gmail.com 


